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Mike Kearney: Welcome to Resilient. My name
is Mike Kearney, the Risk & Financial Advisory
CMO. Today, we’re going to talk with leaders who
are not only analyzing consumer behaviors, but
also talking with executives leading businesses
in these sectors. Probably the understatement
of the decade—we are all in some shape or form
having to deal with unprecedented disruption to
our lives in 2020. For many, spending patterns
are changing and have changed largely driven
by stay-at-home orders, economy, and supplychain turmoil. But what specific customer
behaviors are shifting? Are they temporary, or
will they last well into the future? How has the
pandemic response impacting health-related
behavior? Will continued uncertainty affect what
consumers spend in the future?

In this episode of Resilient, we’ll talk about
consumer perspectives and emerging
personas that give cues to buying behaviors.
I’m joined by Anthony Waelter, partner and
consumer industry leader, and Steve Rogers,
managing director at Deloitte’s consumer
industry center. Let’s hear what they have
to say.
Anthony and Steve, welcome to Resilient.
This has been a crazy year. It’s been a really
crazy year of challenges and opportunities for
retailers and consumers. And I want to start
off with a really important question, and that
is, as you begin to look to 2021, what gives you
hope? Anthony, I’ll start with you.

Anthony Waelter: Thanks, Mike. It’s
certainly has been a crazy year. One that
we hope will never be repeated. A couple
of things that make me optimistic about
2021. One, the onset of the vaccine and the
proliferation of the vaccine. And so the idea
that consumers will be protected in some
way by the vaccine is one that I think will
give more confidence to emerge back into
an environment that we were more used
to prior to the pandemic. Second, we’re
seeing a lot of the negatives or hearing a
lot of the negatives of what’s happened
as a result of COVID-19, but there’s been
an awful lot of innovation that businesses
have been forced to enact and to execute.
And so, we’ll start to see the value of all of
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those innovations post-COVID in the coming
future. So I’m really excited about what
that means for business. I’m excited about
what that means for consumers and, just
in general, I’m optimistic that these will be
drivers of future growth.
Mike Kearney: And we’re going to have a
lot more time to talk about that, Anthony,
but Steve, what gives you hope?.
Steve Rogers: Well, I would echo the
vaccine. I think the second half of 2021 might
look different than what we’ve experienced
over the past year. And consumers have
been remarkably resilient. We’ve found ways
to get what we need and what we want. And
to Anthony’s point, businesses have shown
ingenuity on meeting us there and finding
ways to find growth, even when it doesn’t
look possible. So, I think there’s a lot to be
hopeful for as we look forward.
Mike Kearney: Steve, I’m curious, what
are some of the biggest challenges that
consumer-facing businesses have had to
deal with during the pandemic?
Steve Rogers: Well, unlike other times,
obviously the consumer’s worried about
their health. Nearly half of us are very
concerned about our own personal health
as we navigate the environment. But over
time, we’ve learned how to navigate that
environment. And our concerns have
lessened but have not completely gone away,
but we’re navigating our levels of exposure,
and consumer businesses have had to react
to that. So, we’ve all experienced walking
through the grocery store in the beginning,
the lack of plexiglass and the lack of arrows
on the floor. And now, they’re everywhere.
But there are other segments and sectors
within the consumer business that have
had it somewhat differently. So we’re not
traveling as much, obviously. We’re not
traveling for leisure. We’re not traveling for
business. So airlines and hotels have had to
find ways to entice us out there.
And so how we navigate the world has
really impacted the way we’ve navigated
and that’s moved online in a lot of cases.
In your retail space and in your CP space,
we’re seeing a lot of digital engagement and

a lot of channel changes. Buy online, pickup
in stores really picked up, and curbside
has picked up since the start of all of this,
and that’s really favored folks who’ve had
investments in their digital strategies from
the get-go. And so there’s some formats, like
mass merchants and the DIY stores, that
have done quite well in this period, while
other stores and formats that are more
browsing formats have struggled a bit. So
consumer businesses have had to find their
way throughout this.
But then there’s also the economic element.
So it’s really a tale of two consumers
because there’s obviously with the
unemployment rates we’re seeing, there
are some folks who just can’t get out there
and spend the way they’d like to. And so
that’s had an impact on spend overall and
personal expenditures are down year over
year because of that.
Mike Kearney: Anthony, I know you
spend a whole lot of time with consumer
executives. Love to hear what you would add
to Steve’s comments on the challenges that
they’re facing.
Anthony Waelter: I think the greatest
challenges that executives are facing today
is a balance between inward and outward.
And what I mean by that is, there’s a lot of
focus on protecting people, reorganizing
real estate workspace, ensuring that in
general, the workforce is protected and
right-sized for the future. At the same
time, organizations and executives are
challenged to serve consumers in different
ways. And so I mentioned innovation
earlier, the idea that an organization needs
to dramatically shift business models
and ways to get products and services to
consumers, it has really placed a great deal
of stress on organizations. And so, what
we see is this balance between inwardly
focusing activities and those that relate to
creating value outside of the organization
is one that most executives are facing. And
we see them doing that by a strong focus
on the health and safety of employees.
We see that in the R&D spend around
innovation and the sort of re-engaging
consumers in unique ways that offer value
and create value for the organization.

Mike Kearney: Steve, let’s build on that.
You recently interviewed a number of
executives really to get their unfiltered
perspectives on the pandemic recovery.
And I would love to hear what you heard. I
believe there’s several themes that began to
emerge. What did you hear?
Steve Rogers: We heard really five things
come out of it. One was, as we all move to a
virtual workspace, the work from home, and
had meetings on video platforms, making
decisions faster seem to happen. Instead
of flying to a location and gathering, people
were able to get on a video conference
pretty quickly and drive decision-making.
The second was, as they engage with the
consumer, they really got back to the basics of
what was their product portfolio and service
portfolio, and really sort of trim sales and
thought about their core offerings and leaned
into those. And then the next was sort of
living in an eventless marketing environment.
As they engaged, they had to find new ways
and get smart about digital engagement with
the consumer. And then there was the fact
that convenience itself was redefined.
How some folks went to market completely
changed. So there were some folks who
were not direct to consumer who became
direct to consumer. How folks engaged with
retailers changed overnight in a lot of cases.
So convenience for the consumer changed.
And then lastly, and this was the point that
Anthony was making in regards to bringing
back people safely to the work environment,
you had to re-engineer safer jobs. You
had to think about how we gather in the
workplace and how we keep people safe. So
really, people were showing a lot of ingenuity
as we move through this period.
Mike Kearney: You know what’s interesting,
the first two that you pointed out, I wonder
if there’s an underlying root cause of that,
the notion of how decisions are made and
then just also faster decision-making. I think
it’s fascinating because to a certain degree,
the new world in which we live in, where you
could jump on a video conference call, you’re
not necessarily encumbered by travel and all
the things that we had to deal with. In some
respects, it sounds like, Steve, what you’re
saying is it’s made us more efficient. Is that
what you found?
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Steve Rogers: Yeah. That’s what executives
are telling us. It had made them more
efficient. And then there’s just the nature of
the crucible we’ve all been living through.
You couldn’t sit and ponder the question
that long. You had to act. And so I think
it tested the decision-making of a lot of
executives. And so you had the tool of video
conferencing and you had the pressure of
the market, and they came together to just
prove to us that we can make decisions
faster and we needed to act faster.
Mike Kearney: We didn’t have time for
bureaucracy, I think is what you are saying.
Hey guys, maybe a question for both of
you. I’d love to hear how you’re seeing
business models change. You guys have
touched on this a bit, maybe, Anthony, I
could start with you. And then, Steve, you
could share your thoughts.
Anthony Waelter: The idea that
businesses need to engage the consumer
in a different way has weighed heavy on
business models. Obviously, the use of
data and analytics in a big way to track and
understand consumer sentiment is one
area that we’re seeing a lot of emphasis on.
The way that we’re seeing organizations
engage customers and consumers where
they are. So we talked about buy online,
pick up in store as a major example of that,
where a lot of retailers now are recognizing
that convenience is a big issue for a lot of
consumers, and speed, as well as safety
and health matters. And so the idea that
an individual can use an omni-channel
approach to buying goods is something that
is happening all over the place.
And so we see a lot of retailers who are
really engaging the consumer in a lot of
ways. You see that when go to “you pick it”
grocery store or retailer where there are
parking spaces obviously for that purpose
where perhaps before they were not. I
think the idea of transitioning to online
models is another one where we’re seeing
a lot of change. There are many retailers
that had a very weak presence in online
are now major players in trying to catch up
or playing catchup with a lot of the major
players, I should say in that space. So, the
move to digital consumerism is driving
a great deal of change in organizations,

the leverage of data, and of course the
meeting of consumers where they are, I
think are critical trends that we’re seeing
impact business models.
Mike Kearney: Steve, how about you?
Steve Rogers: I think it may not be
wholesale business model changes, but
I think businesses proved to themselves
that they can be rather agile. So a couple
of examples: food service providers,
finding retail channels that they weren’t
thinking about prior to the pandemic. Fast
food providers offering packaged foods
versus a hot meal. Hospitality companies
repurposing their call centers to help states
with unemployment claims. Just thinking
about their capabilities in new ways and how
they can leverage them. And as Anthony was
mentioning, digital engagement. There are a
number of players who actually stepped up
their app game. Take curbside. In order to
get curbside, you had to download their app.
And now they’ve got an engagement model
with you that they now push messaging
personalized to you. And then there’s the
final mile game that really got amped up in
this time. So, if you think of all these delivery
apps, et cetera, I think they’re here with us
for the long haul. And so how things get to
your front door is ripe for innovation and is a
very hotly contested area.
Mike Kearney: I have a question that I’d
love to get your thoughts on, especially as
we begin to move past 2020, which I think a
lot of people are excited about. And that is
what is your outlook for 2021? Anthony, I’ll
start with you.
Anthony Waelter: Well, I think what we’ve
seen in 2020 obviously is a shift toward
buying more of what you need. So more
goods than services, obviously. Not a lot of
travel in 2020. As we look to 2021, at least
in the first couple of quarters, we’ll still feel
the weight of COVID-19 even as vaccinations
continue to be spread throughout the world.
But the economic outlook during that period
is that we’ll still be in a recovery phase. So
the job market today continues to remain
relatively weak. And by the second half of
2021, as vaccinations thwart the spread of
the virus and public health situations start

returning to normal, we’ll start to see a more
normal spend and an imbalance towards
services as well.
So for the 2022 outlook is that we’d expect
consumers will likely spend more on travel,
food services, entertainment like what
we had been spending on prior to the
pandemic than we had done, obviously, this
year in the first part of 2021. So what does
that mean for consumers? It means that we
can expect to continue to see contactless
commerce. I think consumers are getting
used to that. They like it. They like the
convenience of it, and they like the speed.
And frankly, when it comes to a buy online
and pick up in store, they like the idea of it
being cheaper than delivery. We’re going to
continue to see a higher level of work from
home than we had prior to the pandemic.
And I think that’s just a natural shift towards
how we work and where work can be
done. And, in doing that, we’ll continue to
see sort of nesting behavior. Steve, you
talked about the DIY spend, doing more
at home, eating at home, and the like. And
we will see, as I said, slower business travel
recovery than we had in the past. And so as
organizations are used to Zoom conferences
and other means of communicating, the
idea of getting on planes Monday through
Friday will be one that will be challenged
in the future. And so, a slower business
travel recovery will provide a way for
organizations and individuals, frankly, to
work virtually, continue to work virtually,
save costs and accelerate some of what
we’ve made from an overall commitment
to the environment. And then finally we will
continue to see income inequality, as Steve
mentioned, there are really sort of two
categories of consumers. Those who are
the higher wage consumers have been less
impacted by the pandemic, the lower wage
consumers or employers are unfortunately
more impacted. And that will likely continue
through the first part of next year before we
start to see stronger recovery in the latter
half of 2021, and, of course, into 2022.
Mike Kearney: Steve, let’s build off of that
question. I’m curious about how these
trends are really impacting the critical
selling seasons. What would be your
thoughts on that?
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Steve Rogers: Well, as we move through
the holiday period, we are seeing sort
of a drop off in overall spend as people
navigate the economic environment that
they’re in. I think health and safety is first
and foremost in how we’re behaving, but as
Anthony pointed out, as we move towards
next summer, we may see travel as people
get vaccinated. And then hopefully this time
next year, we’ll be able to celebrate holidays
as we traditionally have. But the hangover
from this period, after we get past the
health and safety concerns, are likely going
to be the economic concerns that Anthony
called out there. Younger consumers are
much more likely to say that they’re worried
about making upcoming payments or that
they’re putting off large purchases right
now. So as you think about those next
seasons, that may persist for them.
So that may be putting off the travel plans
they have, that may be spending less on
durable goods, like refrigerators, et cetera,
or that may be just spending less on a
holiday, a future holiday that they have. So,
we’re kind of having the consumer spend
in a deficit situation. So that’s going to have
hangover effects until the economy can pick
up. So, it’s going to have a long tail there.
And I think Anthony pointing us to 2022 is
where we maybe see the economics start to
relax and people coming back online during
those holiday seasons and those other
buying seasons.
Mike Kearney: Hey, Anthony, we’ve heard
some conversation during this discussion
about the bifurcation of the consumer, high
wage, low wage. Can you begin to unpack
that a bit? Cause I think it is fascinating. It’s
maybe something that we don’t think about
every day but obviously impacts those
different social groups, those different age
groups, and obviously will have an impact
on the recovery.
Anthony Waelter: When we look at the
consumer, you do have to look at the
demographic of the consumer in a couple
of different ways. Our data supports that,
one, the idea that low-wage employees are
impacted disproportionately to high wage
throughout the pandemic is an absolute fact
and requires a greater degree of empathy,
I think, towards those who are not in those

high-wage jobs, unemployment obviously
spiking in the lower wage service roles
versus the higher paid employee. The other
category that I think is significant is just
based on age. So the younger millennials
versus the retired individuals, I think is one
that does require a bit more digging and for
executives requires a great deal of study to
decide on how you can address some of the
challenges that these groups face. So, Steve,
maybe share a little bit of the data and what
it suggests.
Steve Rogers: Absolutely. Since the
beginning of April, we’ve been asking
consumers a number of questions about
their concerns over health and their
concerns over financial wellbeing. And one
of the financial wellbeing questions that
we ask consistently is, “Are you concerned
about making upcoming payments,” and
that’s mortgage, rent, car payments, utilities,
et cetera, and pretty consistently over the
course of the last year, a third of consumers
tell us that they are indeed worried about
making upcoming payments. But when you
break that down into different age groups,
the 18- to 34-year-old crowd sometimes—
and this is a weekly pulse that we use—
sometimes that spikes to almost half of
that age group is experiencing a good bit
of pain about making upcoming payments.
And then when you think about the younger
generation coming up, a lot of those entrylevel jobs are in the service economy. And
the service economy has taken a great hit
during this period, mainly because our
behaviors are being shaped by our concerns
over health and safety.
Mike Kearney: If you were to zoom out,
Anthony, and you were to look at longer
term consumer shifts or trends, what do you
see? Obviously, a lot of our focus is on the
next year or two, but if you were to roll the
clock forward a few years, what are some of
the trends that you’re beginning to see or
think about?
Anthony Waelter: I think obviously we’re
spending a lot of time thinking about the
future of consumer here at Deloitte and, if I
had a crystal ball, the idea of contactless is
going to continue to be one that companies
will innovate around. So how can we get
what our consumers are demanding to them

in a way they want it in the place they want
it to be delivered is going to be something
that we’ll continue to watch. The idea that
a consumer wants it their way will, again,
continue to be a trend that we see. And
what does that mean is it’s not just about
sizes and colors anymore. It’s about the
label on the brands and the individualism
of each of each consumer and their needs
being somehow satisfied by retailers and
consumer products companies in particular.
Trends in how we travel. We have a very
relatively wealthy world these days. There
are some that have been negatively
impacted, obviously, many impacted by the
virus. But as you see us emerge out of this,
the idea that this pent-up demand for travel
will be something that will benefit some of
our travel and hospitality companies into
the future will be something we’re watching.
Again, if I looked out further, I would say that
organizations are going to have to continue
to innovate around how goods and services
are provided to the consumer. The idea that
consumer tastes will continue to trend and
will change at a rapid pace is one that will
require the use of both internal and external
data to monitor, manage, and be able to
quickly act on.
So we’re going to see very agile businesses.
Competitive barriers will drop significantly,
and we’ll continue to see smaller businesses
with the opportunity to make real impact
and disruption to some of our larger, more
established businesses.
Steve Rogers: And just to build on some of
your themes, as consumer businesses react
to some of those consumer trends, I think
they’re going to lean into their supply chain
resiliency and the surety of supply, as we’ve
all experienced stock-outs. The health and
safety is going to continue, maybe not in the
same way as we move into the future, but it’s
still going to be a top priority, and how we
think about that, not only for the consumer,
but the employee. And to your point about
digital, I think that’s where folks are really
going to lean in, as we’ve learned a lot in
this period. We expect to see investments
in e-commerce and online shopping and
just making those systems more robust.
The contactless formats, as you mentioned,
upgrades to store tech to sort of make the
4
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omni-channel more frictionless. And then
some companies, particularly consumer
products companies, moving more
aggressively into direct to consumer and
holding those relationships now that these
digital platforms are available and finding
ways to get directly to their consumers. So,
I think all this means greater use of data
and analytics to understand those changing
consumer behaviors. And I think that has
always been a battleground, but I think it’ll
continue to be so.

use of data. The idea that data-driven
decisions that mitigate risk and increase the
opportunity for success is one that today,
most executives talk about commonly. And
so we will continue to see data being used
in innovative ways. I think that the most
innovative that we see today are those that
are able to leverage information and data
to gain insights through the use of tools like
artificial intelligence and machine learning
to give them even greater insights, and to
augment decisions.

Mike Kearney: Anthony, I was going to ask
you to pick up on that whole notion of how
leaders are using different tools to plan
for the future—analytics sensing, scenario
planning, modeling. Anthony, what’s your
thoughts on that?

Mike Kearney: Steve, do you have anything
to add? I find this fascinating because I’ve
been involved with a lot of these tools, and
the notion, Anthony, as you’re indicating, that
clients have a lot of data that can actually help
them make better decisions in the future, I
think is the future. It sounds like, Anthony,
what you’re saying is you’re seeing that now
with your clients. Steve, I’d love to hear if you
have anything else to add or any examples
that you can share to bring it to life.

Anthony Waelter: We see, obviously, the
idea that data has become an incredible
asset for organizations is one that has
been around for a while but really unable
to tap that data in the way that they
wanted to. We see more and more of our
clients and businesses that we work with
are leveraging the systems that they’ve
been putting in place for a number of
years to tap data resources that they
hadn’t before. And so it’s not only the
internal data that they’re able to acquire.
It’s also their understanding of the value
of external data in helping them make
decisions. And so, this idea of data-driven
decisions is one that while it’s been
around for a while, we see organizations
perfecting this in unique ways. And those
that have, have a competitive advantage
over their competition.
And so what I expect to see is a continued
focus on leveraging both internal and
external data and systems to build the kind
of decision-making tools that organizations
need to really augment what they have
currently today. The idea that artificial
intelligence can leverage that information
to help with providing certain modeling
and scenarios that will provide advice
to executives on decisions that need to
be made is one that five years ago, we
weren’t talking about as much. Now we’re
talking about it as common for a lot of
organizations that are contemplating their

Steve Rogers: I think a lot of companies
are going on down the maturity curve.
Most folks are past the descriptive phase
into the predictive phase and where
we’re moving to is a prescriptive phase of
analytics. And they’re employing higher
levels of analytics to be more prescriptive,
be it back office, or be it supply chain, or be
it that next best offer to a consumer, and
trying to nudge the consumer in a different
direction that they want to see. So I think
that frontier prescriptive will get more and
more advanced. And it will lean into new
forms of analytics, as well as tapping into
things like AI, machine learning, et cetera.
And so, I think analytics as a feature will just
only increase and the service providers who
offer those analytics will get more and more
sophisticated.
But there’s also a concern as we go down
this path collectively, particularly when
it’s consumer facing that we don’t move
into creep factor. That we figure out what
the boundaries are. And particularly as
consumers become more privacy aware,
that we are building trust with the consumer
as we go down this path. So, there’s
the internal stuff that helps you run the
business, and then there’s the stuff that

helps you engage. And so I think that those
can evolve at different paces.
Mike Kearney: We are going to conclude
this by what I call the lightning round. So
I’ve got three or four questions. I’m going to
pose them to both of you. You get about 20
seconds at the most—10 to 20 seconds—to
respond. So these are not well-thought-out
long answers, just what comes top of mind.
So, Anthony, I’m going to start with you.
And actually this is building on what Steve
just said about trust. What can leaders do
to build trust with stakeholders? And that
could be consumer, suppliers, you could
take that question any way that you want.
Anthony Waelter: It used to be, Mike,
where quality and price were key success
factors for most organizations and today
trust has become that major factor. I think
by taking care of the consumer needs while
managing the social responsibilities that
organizations have, I think, are two critical
areas. And by social responsibilities, I also
mean its responsibilities to employees. The
way they conduct themselves is going to
become critically important in the way society
views organizations. It’s going to be equally
important as the quality and price of the
products that they provide to consumers.
Mike Kearney: Steve?
Steve Rogers: Yeah, just to build off that
point, we’ve collectively lived through a
moment where I think consumers want to
see more humanity in all things we do. And so
being able to move to a stakeholder footing
that shows a bit of that humanity will be
helpful. And then there’s transparency. So, as
we move into concerns about sustainability
or privacy, that we’re conducting ourselves
in a transparent way and communicating
that to the consumer, but to Anthony’s
point, the bedrock is being able to deliver a
great product at a great price. So, having the
capability and the reliability to do that doesn’t
go away. It’s important.
Mike Kearney: Steve, I’m going to stick with
you. What inspires you most about how
consumer companies have adapted to the
pandemic, the adversity over the last year?
5
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Steve Rogers: I think consumer companies
have proven to themselves that they can be
incredibly agile in a time that is pressurefilled. And I think that will live on. Sometimes
it’s just what we ask of ourselves. And
sometimes we ask too little. And consumer
companies have found that they can push
past those limits and move faster than they
thought they could move and do things that
they previously thought would take years
to do. So, the time has just accelerated a lot
of the trends that we’ve seen. And I think
the pace of change as we move forward,
while we may come off the gas somewhat, I
don’t think we go back to the way we were. I
think consumer companies will continue to
innovate at a faster pace.
Mike Kearney: Yeah. I certainly hope not.
Anthony, what inspires you about consumer
companies and how they’ve adapted?
Anthony Waelter: We’ve seen some—
this concept of agility, Steve, is spot on.
We’ve seen some incredible examples of
repurposing of assets that gives me a lot
of hope for the future. And I’m inspired
by what we see out there, whether it be
the airline industry shifting resources
toward last mile needs as products are
sent around the world, to the repurposing
of hotel beds in certain hotels. And so
I’m really excited about the fact that
this test has created an opportunity for
organizations to demonstrate agility that
they never thought they had. But again,
the repurposing of assets is something
that I think all companies believe they can
do now and can do it in a quick way.
Mike Kearney: So there’s obviously a lot
to be hopeful about for the future. There’s
a glimmer of light. We talked about the
first vaccine being administered just earlier
today. But we’re still in the middle of the
pandemic, obviously cases are arising, we
hear about it every day. And so business
leaders are still navigating this challenging
period of time. And what I’d love to ask both
of you, and I’m gonna start, Steve, with you is
what advice, like one piece of advice, would
you give executives as they navigate the
next three to six months?

Steve Rogers: I might offer somewhat of
a counterintuitive one, but empathy for
the consumer. Just a maniacal focus on
an empathy for the consumer, where the
consumer is in this moment, and meeting
them where they are. And that level of
understanding I think will hold up well.
Mike Kearney: Love it. Anthony?
Anthony Waelter: I’m going to say the
same thing about the employee and with
unemployment still relatively high, as I
mentioned before, we as business leaders, as
executives, need to help employees through
this very difficult time. I think the focus
on reducing stress and fatigue within the
organization will pay dividends into the future.
Mike Kearney: Final question. Steve,
I’m gonna start with you. We created this
podcast about four years ago, and it was
really focused on the resilient leader. And
I love asking the question of, what are the
main attributes in your opinion of a resilient
leader? So you could take that question any
way you want. I’ve gotten some incredible
answers over the last four years. So what
are your thoughts on that?
Steve Rogers: One is foresight so that you
don’t have to rely on resilience and you
actually miss the hit.
Mike Kearney: I like that.
Steve Rogers: Second is when you do get
hit, the flexibility to challenge one’s thinking.
And I think those would be my top two.

Mike Kearney: I love that. Anthony and
Steve, I really appreciate your time. I know
both of you are busy. You’ve given me a lot
of insights on the future of the consumer.
You’ve actually given me hope for 2021. I’m
looking forward to my first vacation in quite
some time, hopefully that will happen over
the summer. So, Steve and Anthony, thank
you very much for your time.
Anthony Waelter: Thank you, Mike.
Steve Rogers: It was a pleasure.
Mike Kearney: Anthony and Steve, thank
you very much. You’ve given us so much to
think about as we look to 2021 and beyond.
As our economy stabilizes and consumer
spending patterns adjust, Deloitte’s State
of the Consumer Tracker is an incredibly
helpful resource for leaders to use to test
assumptions, check in on sentiment and
behavioral changes.
While we are still in the middle of an
extraordinarily challenging time, many
industry executives are sharing a path
to a better tomorrow. We’ve covered a
lot of topics in 2020 in this series. And as
we continue, we’d like to hear from you
about what you want to hear. Hit me up
on LinkedIn or Twitter to share your ideas.
Feedback is so helpful as we continue to
prioritize what we bring you next. For more
insights across all aspects of COVID-19, just
go to deloitte.com.
Until next time, stay safe and remain resilient.

Mike Kearney: Awesome. Anthony, you
want to take it home for us?
Anthony Waelter: Yeah. I’m always inspired
by leaders that commit an organization to a
mission that consumers agree with or can
grab onto. And so those who can link the
business of the business to a mission that
society in general believes in, I think, is one
that will continue to be a major driver of
success and value creation for organizations.
And so those leaders that can inspire that
type of commitment are those that are most
successful into the future.
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